SPRAY PARK FAQs
When will the Spray Park be open?
The Spray Park will open on Monday, June 21, 2021 at 11am and will be open 7 days
a week for 50 minute reservations starting at 11am and ending at 7pm (last time slot
is 7:00pm-7:50pm).
How do I make a Reservation?
Go to the Township homepage (WWW.GREENBROOKTWP.ORG) and click on the
SPRAY PARK RESERVATION picture in the bottom left corner of the page. You will
need to provide information on the form and once your reservation is complete, you
will get an email and/or text message with the confirmation. You will need to bring a
copy (printed or digital) of your reservation to gain entrance.
Why do I need to make a Reservation?
As we are still working with COVID restrictions and safety protocols, the reservations
are in place so that the Township has contact information for a responsible party
should there be a need to contact trace. Beyond that, the reservation system will
cap the capacity within the spray park to ensure comfortable spacing for children
and adults within the fenced in area.
What do I wear to the Spray Park?
Smooth bottomed or rubber soled water shoes with heel or heel strap or similar
appropriate footwear are required. Infants and toddlers must wear swim diapers
unless they have been properly toilet trained.
Is there an age limit?
The Spray Park is open to all ages; individuals and families are welcome.
What happens if I arrive and the spray park is not at capacity? Can I get in?
This determination will be made by a staff member at the Spray Park and then there
will be paper reservation forms that you will be able to fill in for entrance.
How do I cancel a reservation?
Please email REC@GREENBROOKTWP.ORG to cancel your reservation.
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Can I make back-to-back reservations?
We prefer that park users NOT make back-to-back reservations to ensure that
everyone has opportunities to enjoy to Spray Park.
What happens to my reservation if the park is closed due to severe weather?
Spray Park closures will be at the discretion of the Township and will certainly be
closed in the event or potential hazardous weather. If it is closed due to weather or
unforeseen maintenance issues, reservations will be canceled.
Are strollers allowed in the fenced in area?
Yes, but they need to remain outside the direct water play area.
Can the Spray Park be reserved or rented?
No, due to the anticipated popularity of the facility, the Township is not permitting
this.
Is the Spray Park included in my Pavilion Reservation?
No, due to the anticipated popularity of the facility, the Township is not permitting
this. You will need to log in to the Spray Park reservation system and make
reservations.
What do I do in case of emergency or if assistance is needed while at the
park/spray park?
Seek out a park staff member (bright green shirts) if the situation is non-emergent,
otherwise call 911.
Who do I contact if I left an item behind?
Seek out a park staff member (bright green shirts).
Is the water in the Spray Park chlorinated like pool water?
The water at the park is fresh water, however drinking water from spray park
features is prohibited.
Can I bring food inside the fenced-in area?
Food and beverages are permitted only at tables within the spray park fence (not in
water play area).
Can I register a participant that does not live in my household?
The system permits you to do this, but know that you will be responsible for the
people you register.
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